Widespread activation of the brainstem preceding the recruiting rhythm in human epilepsies.
The excitability change of the brainstem was investigated before and during the conspicuous epileptic discharge in six patients with generalized convulsive seizures. The discharge consisted of a short duration of recruiting rhythm, which was considered equivalent to the seizure discharge on electroencephalogram. The excitability of the brainstem was measured with the parameters (amplitude and area) of component waves (wave-III and -V) of brainstem auditory evoked potentials. The theoretical background of the analysis is that brainstem auditory evoked potentials are 'far-field' potentials, by which they convey the information on the activity change of the brainstem even during the paroxysmal discharge within the cortex. The excitability of both the ventral (parameters of wave-III) and the dorsal brainstem (parameters of wave-V) exhibited a synchronized change (activation-inactivation). They were enhanced from -2.4+/-0.4 s, reaching the maxima before the onset of the seizure discharge, and decayed corresponding to the emergence of the recruiting rhythm. The results suggest the possibility that the widespread (ventral and dorsal) and synchronized activation of the brainstem triggers the seizure discharge in human generalized epilepsy. During the widespread activation of the brainstem, both the thalamus and the cortex probably undergo a suppressed inhibitory state through the cholinergic activation, precipitating the seizure discharge.